Abstract. Fault distribution type identification and probability density function parameters estimation are the prerequisite of CNC grinding machine tools' reliability assessment. The procedure of fault data grouping ， the technique of probability density function parameters estimation based on least square method and the method of reliability index（mean time between failures，MTBF）calculation are proposed. The probability density function parameters estimation and curve fitting， the comparison of goodness of fit， the MTBF solution of some type crankshaft are carried out by the method proposed in the paper. The results of statistical calculation and direct calculation by definition are close. The procedure of reliability assessment proposed here can be programmed easily and it provides one measure for reliability assessment of CNC grinding machine tools.
Introduction
In the case of technical innovation is more and more difficult, product competitiveness is the key .The reliability of the high and low. Improve product reliability is the premise of establishing fault probability density of the product .Degrees of function, determine product failure distribution types, evaluate the reliability of the current level. On product reliability evaluation methods both at home and abroad to carry out a large amount of research, has obtained certain the research results. Samanta B by using the fault tree of minimum cut set method is proposed reliability evaluation [1] , this method need to set up the fault tree of the product, the efficiency is low. Yang Na waiting for qualitative and quantitative methods of mechanical system reliability are studied, but not on the calculation of reliability index [2] .Index [3] [4] use monte carlo simulation to evaluate the reliability of the product, the evaluation method of accuracy depends on the correctness of the prior distribution function, and calculate the cost.Index [5] [6] proposed the use of bayesian network to evaluate the reliability of the products, the establishment of the bayesian network workload is big, and if missing it is hard to guarantee the correctness of the calculation results.Index [7] using genetic algorithm to solve the failure distribution function parameter. At present, the research on reliability evaluation methods focus on aerospace and military equipment, the reliability research of common mechanical and electrical equipment are relatively few. Based on this background, the nc grinding machine failure data statistics, the types of common faults distribution, the distribution of all kinds of parameter estimation and reliability calculation, etc are studied, put forward from the failure data processing to the failure distribution fitting and the reliability index calculation method. Described method can facilitate the formation of a computer program, convenience is provided for evaluating the reliability of CNC grinding machine.
Organization of the Text
Determine the fault type of distribution Failure data statistics. To discover the failure distribution of mechanical and electrical products, and then evaluate the reliability of the product level, must be conducted on product reliability test, fault data. In order to enhance the reliability of fault data, the failure data must be collected enough, often carrying out reliability test of timing truncation. After get the reliability data, the failure data are grouped according to time, the size of the number of units to the right. Group number is too small, cannot really reflect the subsystem failure probability density, the group number is too large, increase the amount of calculation, the fitting is difficult. The number of group size can be made of type (1) to calculate [8] .
k � =1+3.3log n T (1) -timing truncated total failure for a set period of time According to the type (1) after calculation and out, the roundness is to get the number of clusters k. In order to ensure the accuracy of the fitting, if the calculated value of k is less than 8, can take to 8. After calculating k value, the cut-off time are divided into k range, number of fault statistics each time interval mapping tables, as shown in table 1. Table 1 failure data packet No. 
After the failure of each interval number, can use type (2) the observation of each interval failure probability density values.
Parameter estimation
The least square method. After preliminary determine the fault distribution type, need to estimate the parameters of failure probability density function. Because of simple, least-square method is one of the commonly used method in parameter estimation [9] , the basic idea is to assume that there are n observations {xi, yi} (I = 1, 2,..., n), if there is a linear relation between x and y, then you can use straight lines to fitting the x, y, the change of the relationship between such as shown in (3) .
y �=ax �+b (3) Using the least square method can calculate the parameter type (3) a and b values, as shown in type (4).
To take advantage of the least square method to fault distribution function parameter estimates, you need to construct linear equation, by type (4) is used to estimate the values of a and b, reverse the parameters in the probability density function. So structure linear relation is the key point of using the least squares method for parameter estimation. Below is for the CNC grinding machine two of the most common fault distribution to construct linear equation, then the parameter estimation of failure distribution function.
An index distribution.The cumulative distribution function with exponential distribution of expression, as shown in the type (5) there is a ƛ.
(5) To (5) on both sides of the exponential type, available type (6) ,cause y=ln[1-F(t_i ) ],x=t_i,so y=-ƛx, if the sample data to satisfy exponential distribution,so the linear relationship. The parameters of the exponential distribution ƛ=-a.
[ − ( )]=-ƛ (6) The type (6) shows that if the fault data meet the exponential distribution, a linear function of its structure should be through the origin, the b = 0. Obviously, because of the failure data statistics is random, they cannot guarantee the linear structure just the origin, the structure of linear equation can be modified at this time. As shown in figure 1, figure in implementing line for fitting curve, if the curve does not pass through the origin, the need to modify. Figure 1 , the length of the oc for the value of b is the least square method, in order to make the fitting curve by origin, this time can rotate an Angle, an d the dotted line in figure 1 . Usually, if the statistics meet exponential distribution, the value of b is very small, at this point a revised can be calculated by the type (7) . ,x=ln t i ,so y=ms-mln Ƞ.
If t i obey weibull distribution,so is a linear relationship, using the least square method can calculate weibull distribution parameters of m and Ƞ, as shown in type (9) .
The test of goodness of fit.If you find fault distribution function of scatter plot conform to the distribution of two or more, you need to determine what kind of distribution and statistical data, better at this time can compare of goodness of fit. Goodness of fit with the R value, as shown in type (10).
Type (10), y is fitting values, � was observed value, � is the average of the y . R, the more close to 1, indicating the better fitting effect. When fitting curve satisfy multiple distribution type, you can compare the goodness of fit value, take the goodness-of-fit curve of maximum value as the fitting results.
Reliability evaluation
The product parameter estimation and fault probability density curve fitting to assess the reliability of the products is the purpose of the index MTBF, its definition as shown in type (11). MTBF=∫ ( ) ∞ 0 (11) Exponential distribution and weibull distribution is presented to solve reliability MTBF value such as type (12) type as shown in (13).
Fitting
Fitting curve Correction curve
Summary
Analysis of the CNC machine tool failure probability distribution of common types, puts forward to determine the fault distribution types of steps and methods of mechanical and electronic products, introduces the failure probability density function to make use of least square parameter estimation method. The proposed method can easily write a computer program is used to estimate parameters and the reliability index is calculated. (2) using the proposed method of reliability assessment and reliability refers to the direct use of the definition of MTBF solving relatively close, the reliability of the proposed evaluation method to evaluate the reliability index of the mechanical and electrical products, provides reference for reliability design.
